
TESCO LEADERSHIP STYLE

The aim of this study is to present the management and leadership styles in Tesco in making strategic decisions for the
growth of the organi.

Reserach shows that Leahy is an excellent leader as he is motivating to his working team Managing
Organizational Change, , p. One of the current requirements of leadership in Tesco is the development of
participative management skills in leaders. Task allocation and delegation of responsibility is part of the
management function. Laissez-faire is at the other end of the spectrum from autocratic. They take a task
oriented approach which takes in hand the needs of the task in hand rather then the wants of subordinates. The
form of motivation is intrinsic and results to higher returns on investment Managing Organizational Change, ,
p. Electronic merchandise produced by Tesco- Technika Banking services- Tesco Bank Insurances services,
nomadic services, gasoline station, on-line gross revenues and etc. Management versus Leadership Leadership
and management are related, but they are not the same; both are two distinctive and complementary systems of
action. External factors may arise when dealing with customers. There are basically two groups of power
bases according to French and Raven  Difference between management and leadership at Tesco A difference
exists between management and leadership. The mission of the company is to ensure that values are created
for the customers so that long lasting customer loyalty is built. National Bureau of Statistics of China, 
Leadership also exists in the inter-organisational leader-follower relationships in the supply chain
environment. These writers were interested in leaders involved in major changes, operating from the top of the
organization. Interest and concern. He consults widely as he feels that staff responds better to this approach.
Theory Y director believe that employee in the right conditions will be work difficult and besides will increase
the end product. Table 3. Furthermore, he is a friendly individual. A batch of people said that, a company does
non making concern with China is non see as the developed company. However, unless supply chain member
organisations willingly choose to follow the leader, conflict may arise and supply chain performance may
suffer as a result SCL has frequently been a label applied to the largest, most powerful firm in the supply
chain.


